
Lincoln Park Academy 9th Grade Regular Summer Reading Assignment 
 
For the 2019-2020 school year at LPA, all incoming 9th grade students will read three novels 
over the summer and complete an assignment for each novel. The required 9th grade novel is 
Unwind  by Neal Shusterman. 
 
Overview: Required Novel 
 
The first twisted and futuristic novel in the perennially popular New York Times bestselling    
Unwind dystology by Neal Shusterman. 
     In America after the Second Civil War, the Pro-Choice and Pro-Life armies came to an 
agreement: The Bill of Life states that human life may not be touched from the moment of 
conception until a child reaches the age of thirteen. Between the ages of thirteen and eighteen, 
however, a parent may choose to retroactively get rid of a child through a process called 
"unwinding." Unwinding ensures that the child's life doesn’t “technically” end by transplanting 
all the organs in the child's body to various recipients. Now a common and accepted practice in 
society, troublesome or unwanted teens are able to easily be unwound. 
      With breathtaking suspense, this book follows three teens who all become runaway Unwinds: 
Connor, a rebel whose parents have ordered his unwinding; Risa, a ward of the state who is to be 
unwound due to cost-cutting; and Lev, his parents’ tenth child whose unwinding has been 
planned since birth as a religious tithing. As their paths intersect and lives hang in the balance, 
Shusterman examines complex moral issues that will keep readers turning the pages until the 
very end. 
 
Overview Choice Novels 
In addition, students will also choose two novels from the Florida Teen Read List. The Florida 
Teen Read list can be found at https://www.floridamediaed.org/florida-teens-read.html  
 
Assignment One: Unwind 
After students read the novel, Unwind, they will need to answer the chapter study/discussion 
questions. The questions must be typed and in MLA format. They require answers that are 
thoughtful and written in complete sentences. The questions are attached on the following pages.  
 
Assignment Two: Two choice novels 
Complete the attached plot curve and literary trait/term chart assignment for each novel. The assignments 
are due on the first day of school. This will also be a formative grade. During the first week of school, you 
will be required to speak about the novels you chose and write a summary/review of your novel. 

 
Students must read the three novels and complete the required assignments. The 
assignments are due on the first day of school! No exceptions! This will be a formative 
grade. If assignments are not turned in on time, the grade will become an automatic 50%. 
The deadline for late assignments is Friday, August 16, 2019. Assignments will not be 
accepted after this date.  
  

https://www.floridamediaed.org/florida-teens-read.html


Assignment One: Discussion Questions for Unwind 
 
1. What is the reason for the Heartland War?  
2. What event takes place that allows Connor, Risa, and Lev to join together?  
3. Why does Connor take the storked baby?   
4. Who pulls the fire alarm in the school and why?  
5. Who is Cy-Fi?  
6. Why does Cy-Fi steal shiny objects?  
7. How does Sonia help Connor and the others escape?  
8. How do the unwinds end up at the graveyard?  
9. Why does Emby have such bad asthma?   
10. Why does Pastor Dan tell Lev to run?  
11. Who is Humphrey Dunfee? 
12. Why does Roland get his unwind appointment after only three days at the harvest camp? 
13. Who is Akron AWOL?  
14.  How does Connor become E. Robert Mullard?   
15. What does it mean to be “storked?”  What are the responsibilities of the family that is 
storked?  How would you feel if your family was storked? Why? 
16.  How has Connor’s character changed throughout the book?   
17. If you were unwound explain how you would like parts to be distributed. Who gets what and 
why? 
18.  Do you think Lev is heroic?  Why or why not? 
19.  What character traits do Connor, Risa and Lev possess? 
20.  Which of them (Connor, Risa, or Lev) is the best candidate for unwinding and why? 
  



 
 



 



 



 



 


